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A Round Robin test was set up to obtain a cross comparison of participant’s methods regarding a
typical pressure relief device (bursting disc) sizing problem. The problem in question was a ‘gassy’
runaway reaction system: decomposition of 40% w/w dicumyl peroxide in 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,3pentanediol diisobutyrate. The objective of the Round Robin exercise was to highlight the disparities in the participant’s approaches and identify barriers and research needs.
Two broad methods were used: one was the implementation of the DIERS method; the other was
to follow a similarity or scale-up approach. The scale-up approach consists experimentally determining a minimum safe vent area and scaling up maintaining the vent area/volume ratio. This
approach is similar to the one adopted by the UN committee on the Transport of Dangerous
Goods for vent sizing of peroxide tankers using a 10 litre vessel.
Very different results in terms of vent area were obtained from the seven participants.
Analysis of the vent sizing calculations based on calorimetric data showed that the experimental
conditions and their interpretation can significantly influence the estimated gas production rate and
therefore the final vent area. However, the calculation of the vented mass flux stays largely
responsible for the differences in calculated vent area. The critical factor lies in the assumption
of single-phase (gas only) venting or two-phase (liquid and gas) venting. The reasons for assuming
single-phase venting, which gives a lower vent area, are unclear and may not be justified.
The comparison showed that the calorimetric and the similarity approaches diverged significantly when two-phase only venting was assumed. The Round Robin test highlighted the need
for more experimental and modelling work towards predicting the nature of the vented fluid at
large scale, and in the use of adiabatic calorimetry to determine the maximum gas production
rate. Large-scale tests would allow the comparison, the validation and the improvement of the
calorimetric and similarity approaches.
KEYWORDS: Runaway reaction, pressure relief systems, adiabatic calorimetry, reaction kinetics, dicumyl
peroxide, UN method

rules does not reach a general acceptance [3]. There can be
significant differences between different methods (DIERS/
UN 10 litres). The UK Health and Safety Laboratory and
INERIS (FR) jointly proposed a Round Robin exercise on
an untempered system. Seven chemical companies and
public laboratories volunteered to participate (École Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Saint Etienne (FR), Health &
Safety Laboratory (UK), INERIS (FR), Rhodia Recherches
et Technologies (FR), Fauske & Associates (US), Stazione
sperimentale per i combustibili (IT), Sanofi-Aventis (FR)).
The objective of this Round Robin test was to achieve a
cross comparison of different participants’ results and
methods regarding a typical problem in order to identify
the differences, the barriers and the research needs. The
idea was to compare the results obtained by the different
laboratories on a model chemical system for which

INTRODUCTION
The state of the art in sizing pressure relief systems is based
on small-scale measurements in an adiabatic calorimeter
and two-phase flow models developed by the DIERS
studies [1]. However, these methods can sometimes lead
to oversized vent areas, especially for untempered gas generating systems. There has been relatively little experimental validation of DIERS vent sizing methods for such
reactions. An alternative method has been adopted by the
UN committee on the Transport of Dangerous Goods for
vent sizing of peroxide tankers using a 10 litre vessel to
experimentally determine the minimal vent size that can
prevent the explosion of a portable tank exposed to a fire [2].
The scale-up is carried out by maintaining the vent area to
vessel volume ratio. However the validity of the scale-up
†
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difficulties linked to the presence of vapour are minimised: a
system close to a pure gassy system.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUND ROBIN
EXERCISE
The chosen scenario for the Round Robin test was the
decomposition of an untempered reactive mixture in a 340
litre vessel under fire loading (0.5 8C/min) (Table 1,
Figure 1). The vessel jacket is assumed to have failed (no
possible cooling). The chosen chemical system is a solution
of 40% w/w dicumyl peroxide in 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,3pentanediol diisobutyrate. This system can be considered
as an almost pure gassy system, showing low ambiguity
with a tempered system [4]. The fire scenario was chosen
to allow the possibility of UN 10 litre tests subsequently.
Table 2 summarises the data to be used in the calculation.
The main objective of this Round Robin test was to
determine a suitable vent area to protect the 340 litre
vessel, which has a maximum allowable pressure of 7
bara. The expected calculation was limited to the calculation of the diameter of a bursting disc to be installed on
the vessel. To simplify and ease the comparison of the
results, the following assumptions were made:
.

.

.

The vessel is equipped with a very short vent pipe
and the disc itself has a low frictional resistance after
bursting.
The pressure change associated with the inlet contraction from the vessel is assumed to dominate the
overall dissipation effect on flow capacity. The value
of the discharge coefficient is Cd ¼ 0.816.
The short vent line is open to the atmosphere.

Figure 1. 340 litre vessel (HSL)

Those facilities mainly comprise adiabatic calorimeters,
but also reactor vessels equipped to carry out venting
experiments.

RESULTS
Seven companies, with a wide range of experimental facilities, participated in the Round Robin exercise (Table 3).

VENT SIZING APPROACH
Calorimetric Approach
It was given that the system was a purely gassy system. The
calorimetric approach generally chosen by the participants
consisted of the following steps:

Table 1. General vessel specifications
Vessel

Jacket

.
Working Pressure (kPa)
Design Pressure (kPa)
Test Pressure (MPa)
Temperature Range (K)
Capacity (m3)
Material
Outer Diameter (mm)
Outer Wall Thickness (mm)
Top Shell Height (mm)
Bottom Shell Height (mm)
Agitator Diameter (mm)
Agitator Height (mm)

0 to 700
0 to 760
1.24
248 to 473
0.340
Glass lined
mild steel
700
10 (side)/
8 (bottom)
220
800
420
95 + 5

0 to 700
0 to 760
1.24

Determination of the gas production rate in the reaction
vessel at the vessel maximum allowable pressure (PMAP)
using adiabatic calorimetry.
Table 2. Input data for the vent sizing

0.085
Mild steel

Vessel volume
Vent pipe diameter
Fill level
Bach mass
Bach volume
Liquid density
Vent opening pressure, Pset
MAP 5
Temperature rise rate due to the fire
Cd of the vent line

800
6

Source: HSL
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0.340 m3
0.08 m
70%
207.06 kg
0.238 m3
870 kg/m3
4.5 bar abs
7 bar abs
0.58C/min
0.816
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Table 3. Participants’ experimental facilities used in this study
Participants
Calorimeters

Reactor
vessels

.

.

DSC
ARC
VSP2
Phitec
ARSST
0.1 litre
0.8 litre
1 litre
10 litres

A

B

C

D

3

E

F

G

3
3

3

3

3

3
3

3

3

3
3
3
3
3

Calculation of the venting flow using flow models. An
assumption was made on the nature of the flow (gas or
two-phase);
Calculation of the vent area corrected by the discharge
coefficient.

Figure 2. Calculated vent area/volume ratio

to the vessel volume being 0.01478 m21, participants D, E
and F concluded that this reaction could not be carried out
safely in the reaction vessel. Participants A, B and C concluded that it was possible.
Company G did some preliminary tests with the 40%
w/w Dicumyl peroxide solution and concluded that this solution was too concentrated to be handled at large scale.
The following analysis aims to identify the major
sources of the differences.

Similarity Approach
Participants D and F ran some venting tests with 40% w/w
Dicumyl Peroxide solution at the following scales: 0.1 litres,
0.8 litre, and 10 litres. Some results are presented in 3.6.
These experiments were done in order to compare the
DIERS approach with an approach based on the similarity
principle described above (scale up using a constant vent
area to volume ratio A/V).
Participant G ran some venting tests at 1 litre scale
using a 25% w/w Dicumyl peroxide solution.

MEASUREMENT OF THE GAS PRODUCTION RATE
The assessment of the gas production rate at large scale (QG)
depends on the type of calorimetric test performed and their
interpretation.

ROUND ROBIN RESULTS: CALCULATED
VENT AREAS
Figure 2 shows the calculated vent areas. There are significant differences in the results. The ratio of the vent pipe area

Differences in the Calorimetric Tests and Resulting QG
Table 4 summarises the test conditions and assumptions
used by the companies in their calorimetric analysis.

Table 4. Summary of the test conditions for the calorimetric experiments and assumptions
Participant
A
Calorimeter
Test conditions
Initial Pad Pressure (bara)
Correction of the heat rate (F)
Correction of the gas production
rate (F)
Assumption of the gas
temperature in the calorimeter
Calculation of the gas production
rate takes with thermal
expansion of the gas
Nature of the gas
Flow type
Model used for the calculation
of the vented flux

B

C

Phitec II
Close cell
N/A
Yes
No

VSP2
Close cell
N/A
Yes
Yes

Tgas ¼ Tliquid

Tgas ¼ Tliquid Tgas ¼ Tliquid Measured

Yes

Yes

CH4 þ CO þ CO2 CH4
Gas
Gas
Gas venting
Gas venting
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ARSST
Open cell
7
No
No

D
VSP2
Open cell
4.6
No
No

E
Phitec II
Open cell
7
No
No

F
VSP2
Open cell
7
No
No

Average:
Tgas ¼ Tamb
(Tliquid þ Tamb)/2
No
No

No

No

CO2
Gas
Gas venting

CH4
CH4
Two-phase Two-phase
Tangren
Omega

CH4
Two-phase
Tangren
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Open cell and closed cell tests were performed. A
brief description on the tests is given in the Appendix.
Participants A and B performed closed cell testing
in PHITEC II and VSP2 calorimeters respectively. The
reasons for choosing the closed tests over open tests are
the following:
.
.

.

Good calorimetric method where the sample and gas
phase temperatures are well defined and known;
The influence of the total pressure on the gas dissolved
in the liquid phase was observed by varying the test cell
filling ratio;
Poor precision on the gas temperature and on the rate of
gas production with an open test.

Participants C, D, E and F did the vent sizing calculation using open cell testing under a gas pressure pad
(aiming at limiting any vaporisation effects, while giving
similar amounts of gas dissolution to the large-scale case).
These tests were carried out in the VSP2, PHITEC II and
ARSST calorimeters. The reasons for choosing the open
tests over closed tests are the following:
.

.

Figure 4. Calculation of QG comparison of participant’s data
versus DIERS common calculation

generation rate in the reactor vessel at PMAP using the maximum specific gas production rate (in kg gas . kg21 . s21)
measured in the calorimeter. The participant generally followed one of the methods presented in the Appendix. QG
varies within a factor of 4 between 0.24 and 1.05 m3/s
(Figure 3). Participant A found a particularly low value
for QG (0.240 m3/s).
The QG calculated with closed cell data was not
necessarily less than the ones calculated with open cell
data (B compared to D). The QG calculated with open cell
data show significant variations (factor of 2.6).
A deeper analysis is required to understand these
differences.

The open configuration limits the gas dissolution effects
(lower pressure in the containment vessel) and therefore
gives a better estimation of the gas production rate
The reaction can be violent and lead to the bursting of
the cell with the closed configuration (especially for
gassy systems).

Participants A and B corrected the heat release rate
data to take into account the effect of test cell thermal
capacity (f). Participant B also applied the heat rate correction method to the gas production rate using a first order
method. The justification for the methodology lies in the
strong correlation between the rate of pressure rise and the
heat-rate in the experiments. The other participants did not
apply any correction to the adiabatic data with no obvious
justifications.
The calculation of the volumetric gas generation rate
(QG in m3/s) consists on calculating the volumetric gas

Origin of the Differences in Calculated Values of QG
QG was recalculated from the participant’s raw calorimetric
data using the simple DIERS approach derived in Appendix
with the following additional conditions1:
.
.

.

The calorimetric data are not corrected for the thermal
test cell capacity (f);
For open cell tests, the temperature of the gas in the
calorimeter containment vessel is assumed to be an
average temperature, between the liquid temperature
and ambient temperature Te ¼ (Tliquid þ Tambient)/2;
For closed cell tests the temperature of the gas in
the test cell is assumed to be the same as the liquid
sample.

Figure 4 shows the QG calculated with this common
approach (grey bars). The following points are to be noticed:
.

Figure 3. Calculated maximum volumetric gas generation
rate (QG)

With the common DIERS approach used here, it is to
be noticed that the raw adiabatic data from companies
A and B lead to very close values of QG. This means
that the difference of QG calculated by the participants

1
There is here no claim that this is the methodology to be used. The
chosen approach is only for the sake of the comparative analysis.
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A and B lies in the correction and interpretation of
the data.
Raw closed cell data gives lower gas production rates
than open cell a factor of 5 between average values).
Even with the same method large differences are noticed
within the results with open cell tests (a factor of 2; companies C to F). This could be due to the adiabaticity
factor (f) effect (e.g. ARSST/VSP2) or to the accuracy
of the simulation of the external heating (0.58C/min).
Small deviations from this value could indeed have an
influence on the maximum temperature and pressure.
This means that the differences in QG obtained by the
participants may lie in the interpretation of the results
but also in the experimental data themselves.

# 2011 Crown Copyright

Figure 5. QG at PMAP ¼ 7 bar in closed cell test used by
participant A to predict the flow type using level swell
calculations

These values of QG were then compared to the ones
calculated by each company (Figure 4). The observed differences are explained as follows:
Participant A (closed cell testing): the noted difference is probably due to the calculation method used by the
participant, which needs more clarification.
Participant B (closed cell testing): The QG of this
participant is 4.4 times higher than with the common
approach. The observed difference is mainly related to the
fact that this participant corrected the pressure and temperature data to take the f factor into account. The value of QG
measured in a closed configuration and corrected by the f
factor is of the same level (and not necessarily less) than
the QG measured in an open configuration and uncorrected.
Participant C (open cell testing): The noted difference is related to the fact that this participant assumed
the gas temperature in the containment vessel (Te) to be
the same as the liquid temperature. There is experimental
evidence that the gas temperature in the containment
vessel is lower than the liquid temperature but higher than
the ambient temperature [4,5] (as measured by participant
D). Assuming that the gas and the liquid are at the same
temperature would then tend to decrease the calculated
value of the volumetric gas generation rate (in this particular
case by approximately 25%).
Participant D (open cell testing): The noted difference is quite small and comes from the fact that the participant used a measured value of the gas temperature in the
containment vessel (open cell) instead of assuming it as
being an average value between the liquid and the ambient
temperature, as in the simple method used for comparison.
Participant E (open cell testing): No differences are
noted indicating that the same approach is used.
Participant F (open cell testing): A significant
difference is noted. In this case the participant assumed that
the temperature of the gas in the containment vessel is the
same as the ambient temperature. This assumption therefore
tends to increase the calculated value of QG (in a conservative way, in this particular case by approximately 45%).

relief models. Prior to the use of such models, an assumption
is to be made regarding the nature of the vented fluid (one or
two-phase venting).
Participants A and B made the assumption of gas
venting only for the following reasons:
.

.

.

Venting tests for the decomposition of neat di-cumyl
peroxide were reported in the literature. Some tests with
low external heating rates (0.88C/min to 28C/min) and
large vessels seemed to fit the DIERS gas-only vent
sizing and UN methods [3].
Venting tests and determinations of the release type with
40% DCP in butyrate [4] was found to be all-gas at 0.1
litre scale, also in the case of an initial rate of temperature scan of 0.58C/min.2
A significant vent oversize was obtained if the homogeneous assumption and gas þ liquid homogeneous
two phase release were assumed.

Participant A did some level swell calculations to
determine whether the venting at large scale at PMAP
would be gas or two-phase. This evaluation was done at
the maximum allowable pressure (PMAP ¼ 7 bar) in a
closed cell experiment (and not the maximum pressure
rise rate, see Figure 5). A corresponding value of QG was
calculated.3 QG was in turn used to calculate the minimum
void fraction necessary to have single-phase flow (assuming
a churn-turbulent behaviour). The calculated value of QG
being relatively low when the pressure is 7 bar in the
close cell (far from the maximum gas production rate), the
calculation leads to the conclusion that the venting will be
gas only. This approach is questionable as it gives an indication of the flow type at vent opening but not at PMAP
where the gas production rate is close to maximum.
For participant C, the vent sizing formula does not
require the calculation of a two phase mass flux and uses
2

The use of such tests as experimental evidence that the venting is going
to be gas at 340 litres is therefore questionable.
3
This value is significantly lower (by three orders of magnitude) than
the value of QG used for the vent sizing calculation (based of dP/dt
max in the close cell).

CALCULATION OF THE VENTED MASS FLUX (G)
The calculation of the vent area requires the calculation of
the venting flow using flow models. The vented mass flux
at PMAP was calculated using one-phase or two-phase
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Figure 7. Calculation of the specific volume of the vented
mixture

Figure 6. Calculation of the mass flux

the all gas venting equation. This does not imply that participant C assumes gas venting only at large scale.
Participants D, E and F performed the calculations
assuming homogeneous two-phase venting. This approach
was simply chosen as recommended by the DIERS methodology as a conservative approach when no evidence of
one-phase venting is available. These participants assumed
homogeneous reactor contents with the specific volume of
the vented mixture (vi) given by the following equation:
vi ¼ V=m0

.

4

As expected, the values of the vented mass flux calculated for the single-phase venting case are significantly
lower than the ones calculated for the two-phase
venting case. The gap between the two approaches is
more than one order of magnitude.

The assumption on flow type is then the major
source of difference in the calculated vent areas. The underlying reasons for the choice of the one-phase venting
assumption over the two phase venting assumption remain
unclear.

(1)

Figure 6 shows that application of the gas relief
venting model for PMAP ¼ 7 bar by companies A, B and
C gave approximately the same results (less than
2000 kg/m2/s). The major differences in the calculated
values of the specific volume of the vented gas, showed in
Figure 7, come from the assumption made on the molar
mass of the vented gas (Table 4).
The two-phase venting models assuming non-flashing
two-phase flow (frozen flow) were used by participants D, E
and F. The participants used particularly the Omega method
for turbulent flow [6] and Tangren et al’s method [7].
Figure 6 shows that the application of the above twophase relief venting model (with homogeneous reactor
content assumption) for PMAP ¼ 7 bar gave approximately
the same results (around 17000 kg/m2/s). No major differences were noted regarding the calculated values of the
specific volume of the vented fluid (Figure 7).
The analysis of the calculated mass flux highlighted
the following:
.

# 2011 Crown Copyright

CONCLUSION ON THE RESULTS FROM THE
CALORIMETRIC APPROACH
The above analysis highlighted the fact that the experimental conditions of the calorimetric tests can have a significant
influence on the estimated gas production rate at large scale
(QG) and so the size of the final vent area. The major sources
of difference are:
.
.
.

The choice of open or close configuration for the adiabatic test;
The correction of the adiabatic data to take into account
the adiabaticity factor;
For open cell test, assumptions on the gas temperature,
when not measured.

Regarding the calculation of the vented mass flux,
there is a general good agreement on the way that one or
two phase flow models should be applied. The calculation
of the vented mass flux stays however largely responsible
for the differences in calculated vent area in terms of
the assumption of one-phase or two-phase venting. The
reasons for choosing the one-phase venting assumption,
which gives a lower mass flux and therefore a lower vent
area, over the two-phase venting assumption are not clear
and the assumption is not strongly justified.
More work is needed regarding the prediction of the
nature of the vented fluid at large scale.

The results were comparable amongst participants who
assumed single-phase venting. The results were also
comparable amongst those who assumed two-phase
venting. This means there is a general good agreement
on the way such methods should be applied.4

This is not a statement on the validity of the method itself.
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Figure 8. Venting data at 10 litres, 0.8 litre and 0.1 litre scales
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Figure 9. Comparison of calculated A/V and venting data at
10 litres, 0.8 litre and 0.1 litre scales

COMPARISON OF THE CALCULATED VENT
AREAS / SIMILARITY APPROACH
The vent sizes calculated with the calorimetric approach
were compared to the vent sizes determined directly by
venting experiments (similarity approach). This allows a
comparison between the DIERS approach and the UN
vent sizing approach for peroxide systems.
Participants E and F carried out some venting tests
with 40% Dicumyl Peroxide in butyrate in the same conditions as stated in this Round Robin exercise (Table 2) at
three scales: 0.1 litres (modified VSP2) [4, 5, 8], 0.8 litre,
and 10 litres (UN 10 litres test).
Figure 8 shows the results obtained from the venting
experiments. For a given A/V, the 10 litre vessel gave a
lower Pmax than the 0.1 litre vessel. It is also interesting to
note that the decrease rate of PMax when increasing A/V is
higher for the 10 litre vessel than the 0.1 litre vessel. One
of the underlying reasons may be linked to the effect of the
vent opening on the level swell which is likely to be more
important when increasing the volume of the vessel. If the
similarity approach for vent sizing is chosen, i.e. if the 10
litre vessel results are used, to size the vent of the 340 litre
vessel of concern in the Round Robin exercise, the suitable
A/V for PMAP ¼ 7 bar would be approximately 0.006 m21.
Figure 9 shows the comparison between the calorimetric approach and the similarity approach for this
Round Robin exercise. The two approaches diverge significantly for vent sizing calculations performed assuming
two-phase venting only. This highlights the fundamental
difference between the DIERS method for gassy systems
(conservatively assuming two-phase venting when gas
flow is uncertain) and the UN 10 litre vessel method. A
good agreement between the two approaches is observed
for vent sizing calculations performed assuming gas
venting only, at least at 0.1 and 10 litre scale.
However, the question of the validity of the similarity
approach remains regarding the scale up of the result to
large scale vessel, such as the 340 litre vessel in this paper.
Large scale tests would allow the comparison, the
validation and the improvement of both these methods.

CONCLUSIONS
A Round Robin exercise on 40% w/w dicumyl peroxide
in butyrate solvent was organised to achieve a cross
comparison of different participants’ results and methods
regarding a typical vent sizing problem for a gassy
system. Very different results were obtained.
An in-depth analysis of the observed differences
showed that the experimental conditions of the calorimetric
tests and their interpretation can have a significant influence on gas production rate at large scale (QG) and then
the size of the final vent area. The major sources of differences are:
.
.
.

The choice of open or closed configuration for the adiabatic test (factor of 5);
The correction of the adiabatic data to take into account
the thermal capacity;
For an open cell test, assumptions on the gas temperature, when not measured.

Additional work on the use of adiabatic calorimeters
for gassy systems, and particularly the test conditions,
would contribute to a better assessment of the gas production
rate for a given gassy system. The comparison of the calculated vented mass flux showed that there is general good
agreement on the way that the one or two phase flow
model should be applied. This calculation stays largely
responsible for the differences in calculated vent area. The
critical factor lies in the assumption on the nature of the
vented mass flow (gas or two-phase). However, the reasons
for choosing the one-phase venting assumption, which
gives a lower vent area, over the two-phase venting assumption remain unclear and not strongly justified.
More experimental and modelling work is therefore
needed regarding the prediction of the nature of the
vented flow at large scale (one or two-phase flow).
The calorimetric and the similarity approaches for
vent sizing were shown to diverge significantly for vent
sizing calculations performed assuming two-phase venting
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only. Large scale tests would allow the comparison, the validation and the improvement of both these methods.

The index e indicates that the parameter is directly
measured in the calorimeter. For closed cell tests these parameters are evaluated in the test cell. For open cell tests they
are evaluated in the containment vessel (see Figure 10).
TPMAP is the temperature of the gas at PMAP. This
temperature is assumed to be the same as the liquid
temperature at (dPe/dt)max in the calorimetric test. QG at
PMAP is then given by:

APPENDIX: DIERS METHODOLOGY FOR GASSY
SYSTEMS _ CALCULATION OF THE MAXIMUM
GAS PRODUCTION RATE [1,9]
DIERS vent sizing methodology for gassy system is based
on the following equation:


GAideal vi ¼ (vg )PMAP m0 mg max



m0 RTPMAP mg,e dPe mg,e dTe
QG ¼

mt PMAP Mwg Pe dt
Te dt at(dP=dt)max

(2)

(3)
NOMENCLATURE
A
surface area of the bursting disc (m2)
Aideal
surface area of the ideal nozzle (m2)
CD
Discharge coefficient (-)
dT/dt
Temperature rise rate (K/s)
dTe/dt
Gas temperature rise rate in the adiabatic
calorimer (K/s)
dP/dt
Temperature rise rate (K/s)
dPe/dt
Pressure rise rate in the adiabatic calorimer
(Pa/s); in the cell for closed cell tests, in the
containment vessel for open cell test.
G
Vented mass flux (kg/m2/s)
m
Reactant mass (kg)
Mwg
Molecular weight of the gas (kg/mole)
ṁg max
Specific gas production rate (kg of gas/kg/s)
mg,e
Mass of gas in the adiabatic calorimeter (kg)
m0
Initial reactant mass (kg)
mt
Sample mass in the adiabatic calorimeter (kg)
P
Pressure (bara)
Pe
Pressure in the adiabatic calorimer (Pa); in the
cell for close cell tests, in the containment
vessel for open test.
PMAP
Vessel maximum allowable pressure (bara)
QG
Volumetric gas production rate at large scale
(m3/s)
T
Temperature of the liquid (K)
Te
Temperature of the gas in the adiabatic calorimer (K); in the cell for close cell tests, in the
containment vessel for open test.
TPMAP
Temperature of the gas at PMAP (K)
V
Vessel volume (m3)
Volume occupied by the gas on the adiabatic
Ve
calorimeter (m3)
vg
Specific volume of the gas (m3/kg)
vi
Specific volume of the vented mixture
(m3/kg)
f
Adiabaticity factor, phi factor (-)

The right-hand side of equation (2) above corresponds to the maximum volumetric gas generation rate in
the reaction vessel (QG):


QG ¼ (ng )PMAP m0 mg max

(4)

The specific maximum gas production rate is assessed
by measuring the maximum pressure rise rate resulting from
the gas production for a given quantity of reactant and converting it into a maximum specific gas production rate using
the following equation:


mg max ¼



1 mg,e dPe mg,e dTe

mt Pe dt
Te dt at(dP=dt)max

(6)

For open cell, if the temperature of the gas in the containment vessel does not change greatly over time, QG
reduces to [9]:
 
m0 TPMAP Ve dPe
(7)
QG ¼
mt Te PMAP dt max

The terms relative to the gas specific volume at PMAP
and the maximum gas production rate are assessed using
adiabatic calorimetry data.
A is the cross-sectional area of the ideal nozzle. The
vent area (A), taking into account the discharge coefficient
is given by:
Aideal ¼ ACD

# 2011 Crown Copyright

(5)

Figure 10. Calculation of the maximum gas production rate in
open and closed configurations
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